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Distech Controls and eco-i are the perfect blend 
for innocent 
A new zero carbon food manufacturing plant in the Netherlands reaps the benefits of a 
sophisticated control system  

[London, UK – 19 January 2023] – Global drinks brand innocent is on a mission to change the perception people 

have of factories and the issue of sustainability*. The company has designed a new building called ‘The Blender’ in the 
Netherlands, which is a carbon-neutral factory run on 100% renewable energy from the grid as well as on-site solar 

panels and will be using energy from on-site wind turbines from the end of 2024. The new factory has a sophisticated 

HVAC Control system installed by Warrington-based system integrator eco-i, which features a range of Distech 

Controls products to provide occupancy comfort and energy efficiencies whilst helping innocent on their carbon 
neutrality journey.  

With The Blender, innocent will be able to manufacture its entire line of beverages under one roof and will be a step 
closer to its goal of being carbon neutral by 2025.  

eco-i was appointed to design, supply and commission an HVAC control system for 12 air handling units and 85 fan 
coil units, which needed to be connected to a site-wide smart building management system (BMS) which links all of the 

factory’s HVAC, power, refrigeration, production and despatch in one platform. 

“The project had unique challenges,” comments Chris Roscoe, Sales Director at eco-i. “Construction of the factory 

started during Brexit and continued throughout the pandemic. We worked closely with the client’s team to ensure the 

high specification was met throughout the project and overcome the unique challenges.”  

Leveraging the BACnet communication protocol, the factory’s BMS features the innovative Distech Controls ECLYPSE 

Connected System Controller, which is ideal for central plant and mechanical equipment control. It is modular and 
scalable, to effectively address any HVAC application and offers up to 320 points.  

eco-i also selected the Distech Controls HORYZON-C interface for the project. It is installed within the engineers’ room 
and offers an easy-to-use occupant interface, leveraging pre-loaded visuals for simplified commissioning, operations 

and troubleshooting.  

“Ensuring rigorous testing was critical to delivering this project under these difficult conditions,” comments David 

Morrison Operations Director at eco-i. “We carried out pre-despatch commissioning of the control panels, including a 

full client acceptance test, utilising the fully customised user experience with ENVYSION web pages and then 

despatched them to the Netherlands for a local electrical contractor to install.”  

Each control panel was provided with Wi-Fi access points and extensive software logic was created including web 

graphics to allow the air and water balancing to be completed on-site without the need for BMS engineer attendance.  
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Within the office space, 85 Distech Controls ECY-PTU-208 controllers have been installed. The all-in-one controller 

combines power supply, server and targeted IO types for simplified wiring and installation. Each model supports 

BACnet/IP communication and is listed as a BACnet Building Controller (B-BC). eco-i pre-loaded, addressed and pre-

commissioned software to each FCU controller prior to despatch to allow site commissioning to take place. 

The office fan coil units are further complemented by the elegant and intuitive Allure UNITOUCH™ room device that 

allows users to control temperature, lighting, fan speed and sunblinds from an attractive-looking device. The ECO-Vue 
leaf pattern included on the occupant interface graphically indicates energy consumption in real time to promote an 

occupant’s energy-conscious behaviour. These devices also have the ability to connect to staff mobiles and tablets for 

remote comfort management.  

David concludes, “during the project, our commissioning team attended the site to carry out pre-commissioning visits 

and then final commissioning visits. We were confident in the Distech Controls products and knew that we could pre-
commission both the products and the software and then send them to the installer in Holland to install. It was vital that 

we had that peace of mind to complete the project. The products all work perfectly, and the client is delighted with the 

finished result. It is great to know our work is helping innocent in its quest for sustainability.”  

For more information visit www.distech-controls.com.  

Distech Controls kit list: 

• ECLYPSE Connected System Controller, for central plant and mechanical equipment control: 
https://www.distech-controls.com/products/detail/947828/distech-controls/eclypse-connected-system-

controller---ecy-csc-series  

• ENVYSION, web-based design and visualisation interface: https://www.distech-
controls.com/products/detail/947890/distech-controls/eclypse-designer  

• HORYZON, IP-based capacitive multi-touch colour display: https://www.distech-
controls.com/products/detail/947801/distech-controls/horyzon-c  

• ECLYPSE Connected Terminal Unit Controller, for terminal unit applications: https://www.distech-
controls.com/products/detail/947832/distech-controls/eclypse-connected-terminal-unit-controller---ecy-ptutu-

series  

• Allure UNITOUCH, occupant interface: https://www.distech-controls.com/products/detail/947804/distech-
controls/allure-unitouch  

 
Editors’ notes  
 
*https://www.innocentdrinks.co.uk/a-bit-about-us/the-blender   
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About Distech Controls 
Distech Controls connects people with intelligent building solutions through our forward-thinking technologies and 

services.  We partner with customers to deliver innovative solutions that can provide better health, better spaces, and 

better efficiencies. Our passion for innovation, quality and sustainability guides our business, which serves multiple 
market segments through worldwide business divisions, service offices and a superior network of Authorised System 

Integrators and Distributors. Distech Controls, Inc. is a subsidiary of Acuity Brands, Inc. For more information visit 

www.distech-controls.com 

Distech Controls is a trademark of Distech Controls Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

About eco-i 
Recognising the shortcomings of a traditional BMS installation eco-I was created. Specialising in Smart building delivery 

& integration eco-i can provide engineered solutions to suit all our clients.  Our experience and desire for innovation 

make us uniquely placed to offer Smart Buildings design consultancy, HVAC controls consultancy, delivery of 
sophisticated building controls and software development.  

For more information visit www.eco-igroup.com / 01925 813200 / info@eco-igroup.com    
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